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Computer Simulations
Computer modeling is used to provide insights and understanding of how
complex systems behave beyond what theory and experiment could deliver
separately. It bridges theory and experiment by solving state equations
numerically.
Simulations are in many respects like real experiments:
●
●

Prepare sample of the material → build a model system of N particles
Connect system to measuring instrument (thermometer, barometer,
viscosimeter etc.) → simulate systems in a canonical ensemble

●

●

Equilibrate sample before measurement →perform energy minimization
and/or some equilibration
Measure property of interest for some interval →solve underlying
equations of motion for a time needed to cover phenomena of interest;
measure the property of interest

Experiment and computer modeling share same common mistakes:
● Sample not prepared correctly (bad initial conditions)
● Measurements are too short
(system has not reached equilibrium)
● System undergoes irreversible (and undesired) changes during experiment
● We do not measure what we think

Why Simulations are Needed ?
In many cases, (real) experiment is:

Theoretical (analytical) Models:

1. Impossible
● Inside of stars
● Weather forecast

1. Most physical problems must be
simplified in order to render them
analytically
● Mean-field approximation
● Random-phase approximation

2. Too dangerous
● Flight simulation
● Explosion simulation
3. Expensive
● High pressure simulation
● Wind channel simulation
4. “Blind”
● Some properties cannot be
observed on short time-scales
and small space-scales

2. Description of the motion of
interacting bodies/particles
● Only 2-body system can be solved
exactly !

“Complex systems” are systems of
more than 2 interacting particles

Why Simulations are Needed ?

Computational Modeling Roles:
Experiment

Theory
Solution

➢

Replace experiment/theory

➢

Lead to new experiment/theory

➢

Explain experiment/theory

Computational Modeling
(the 3rd way in science !)
At the same time, *low-resolution experimental data are used in refining computational models:
●

SAXS profiles helps in judging the quality/refining biomolecular atomistic models for MD

●

Absorption spectroscopy data on DNA “melting”: helps in developing CG DNA models

Computer Simulations: “Particle” Systems
➢

Basic units of the model – atoms/molecules, or “particles”:
➔

➔

➢

the same methods are applicable to systems consisting of other types of discrete
particles, e.g. granules, particles in fluids, planets, etc.
“particles” - generalization when using coarse-grained systems; particle represents a
group of atoms or molecules

Atomistic simulations are different from:
(a) continuum simulations operating with “fields” – quantity is defined at every point in
space; (classical field theory, ρ(r), c(r) )
(b) electronic structure calculation performed for fixed positions of nuclei; (QM calculations)

Quantum Mechanics (QM)
Electronic structure (Schrödinger)
– ACCURATE
– EXPENSIVE → small system
10-100 atoms; Angstroms

MM, MD (diff. resolutions), MC
Empirical Interaction Potentials
– LESS ACCURATE
– LESS EXPENSIVE → larger
system
106 atoms; tens of nm

Continuum methods:
Finite element;
Difference element;
mm–m; “fields”: c(r), ρ(r)

Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) is the computer simulation of
physical movements of atoms and molecules. The trajectories of
molecules and atoms are determined by numerically solving the classical
equations of motion (Newton’s equations of motion) for a system of
interacting particles, where forces between the particles and potential
energy are defined by molecular mechanics force fields (FF).

●

●

MM, MD (diff. resolutions), MC
Empirical Interaction Potentials
– LESS ACCURATE
– LESS EXPENSIVE → larger
system
106 atoms; tens of nm

●

Monte Carlo (MC): study systems in thermal
equilibrium; NO dynamics
Molecular Mechanics (MM): energy
minimization (e.g. conjugate gradient)
MD: allows for investigation of the timedependent and non-equilibrium properties

Classical MD Simulations: Basic Concepts

➢

Particle (Atom, Molecule) – a hard ball with given radius and no directional

properties and without internal degrees of freedom. The atoms are connected by virtue
of the bond interaction energies.

➢

Ball radius depends on the atom type.
Sometimes it is easier to treat the atoms as
a point with mass and charge (equation of
motion), sometimes is easier to think about
the hard balls (vdW radius, calculation of
the potential)

➢

Bond is only virtual. The bonds are not
independent entities in the model and their
characteristics (single/double) are
introduced only through the properties of
interaction with atoms.

All-atom

CG “particle”

Classical MD Simulations: Basic Concepts
➢

Particle charges are not changed during the trajectory.
●
●
●

Quantum effects are not included
Charge transfer is not possible
In conventional classical MD particles have no directional properties – the
polarization effects have to be introduced in other ways.

Non-polarizable (“conventional”)
water model

6-site Drude polarizable
water model

-0.834 ē

0.417 ē

0.417 ē
J Chem Phys. 2013 Jan 21; 138(3): 034508.

➢

Bonds cannot be created (or destroyed) during the simulation
●
●

For bonded pair of atoms atoms – no matter how far they are
For non-bonded pair of atoms – no matter how close they are

Classical MD Simulation Engine
MD simulations provide insights into time dependent behavior of a molecular system

●

●

Euler-Lagrangian formalism of classical mechanics: variational principle
● All fundamental conservation laws of Nature follows:
●
●
●
●

●

Conservation of Momentum
Conservation of Energy
Conservation of Angular Momentum
Equations of motion

[translation invariance]
[time invariance]
[rotational invariance]
[Newton’s second law]

Euler-Lagrangian formalism of classical mechanics: so what ?
●
●

EL formalism allows to describe system in generalized system of coordinates
Method of extended Lagrangian allows for deriving equations of motion for nonHamiltonian systems [e.g. involve non-conservative forces, coupling to thermostat etc.]

Classical MD Simulation: Integration Algorithms
●
●
●
●

Finite Difference Methods
Verlet algorithm
Velocity-Verlet algorithm (leap-frog)
Many others (higher-order scemes)

Verlet Algorithm: commonly used in modern MD simulation programs (AMBER, NAMD)
●

Trajectory of a system follows from numerical integration of equations of motion:
●

Time step:

for most all-atom
simulations

Evaluation of the force is
the most computationally
demanding part of MD!!!

Classical MD Simulation: Integration Algorithms
●

Time step:

for most all-atom
MD simulations

MD Constrains:
●

High-frequency motions (bonds
involving hydrogen atoms) are
frozen in the course of MD. It
does not affect accuracy

Δt = 2 fs

Classical MD Simulation: generating trajectory

Prerequisites for generating MD simulation trajectory:
●
●
●

●

●

initial positions (X-ray or NMR structure, geometric models);
initial velocities (Gaussian distribution corresponding to a given T)
molecular force field ( U{r}, to compute accelerations )
Before actual (productive) MD simulation:
➢ Find optimal geometry (perform energy minimization); MM
➔ Will adjust initial positions; initial velocities will be
prescribed to this optimized structure
➢ Equilibrate system for some time
Run (productive) MD simulation to observe phenomena of interest

Classical MD Simulation: Initial Structure
Protein Data Bank (PDB)
●

https://www.rcsb.org

...A database for the 3D structural data of large biological molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids. The data,
typically obtained by X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, or, increasingly, Cryo-electron microscopy, and
submitted by biologists and biochemists from around the world, are freely accessible on the Internet….

1. X-ray diffraction. Experimentalist has to make the protein crystal first (difficult),
●
●

Hydrogen atoms are not visible within this method (so they have to be added)
Flexible parts like protein side chains may not be resolved..

Biophys J. 2014 Dec 16; 107(12): 2911–2922
J Phys Chem A. 2009 Apr 23; 113(16): 4045–4059

Classical MD Simulation: Initial Structure

2. NMR. Works well for small molecules, the entry includes several possible conformations – one
of them has to be chosen ! [ < ~ 25 – 30 kDa ]
3. For well-defined geometries like double-stranded DNA, there are builders of canonical B-, Aform DNA oligomers. The input is DNA sequence.

How do we choose
best initial structure
among several
experimentally
available ?
X-ray

NMR

Classical MD Simulation: Energy Minimization
●

Energy minimization methods are used to find stable configuration of the system:
➢

➢

●

●
●

Relieve strain in experimental conformations (X-ray structures are subject to crystal
packing forces)
Remove bad contacts after solvent and/or ionic buffer added

Stable states correspond to global or local minima on their potential energy surface.
Starting from non-equilibrium geometry the mathematical procedure of optimization
moves atoms to find the lowest energy configuration.
Energy minimization does NOT include temperature and time.
From physical point of view the final state of the system corresponds to the
configuration of atoms in zero temperature.

Potential energy surface is a
multidimensional surface with
atomic positions as variables.
During minimization procedure
atomic coordinates are altered to
find the (ideally global) minima.

Classical MD Simulation: Energy Minimization

Classical MD Simulation: Energy Minimization
Finding minimum energy conformations
given a potential energy function:

Typical simulation system involves huge number of
degrees of freedom.
● Huge amount of local minima
● Impossible to find true global minimum

Different minimization methods available:
● Steepest descent (SD):
➢ relieve strain, finds closest local minimum, slowly converging
●

●

Conjugated gradient (CONJ):
➢ efficient, uses intelligent choices of search direction
Adopted Basis Newton Raphson (ABNR):
➢ calculates both slope of energy and rate of change

More elaborate methods to
find lower energy minima

Classical MD Simulation: Equilibration

Equilibration MD

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

In MD a molecule is described as a
series of charged points (atoms)
linked by springs (bonds).

Molecular Force Field is used to describe time evolution of bond lengths, bond
angles and torsions, also the non-bonding van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions between atoms.
The Force Field is a collection of functional forms for interaction potentials and
associated force constants designed to reproduce molecular geometry and selected
properties of tested structures.
vdW

Short-range
●

Bonded (intra-molecular) interactions

●

Electrostatic

Long-range

Non-bonded (inter-molecular)
interactions

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Bonded (intra-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Bonded (intra-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Bond term
●

Bond angle term:

has similar quadratic form,
but with softer spring
constants. The force
constants can be obtained
from vibrational analysis of
the molecule (experimentally
or theoretically).

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Bonded (intra-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Dihedral angle term

●

●

Backbone dihedral
angles in proteins

Backbone & glycosydic
linkage dihedral angles
in DNA

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models

(D=1 for explicit solvent)

➢
➢

The non-bonded potential terms involve interactions between all (i,j)-pairs of atoms
Pairs of atoms already involved in bonded term(s) are excluded
3

4

2



1
5

➢

6

1–4 exclusion rule:
only 1-5, 1-6 … pairs interacts
via non-bonded interactions

The cost of computing the non-bonded potentials dominates the work required for
each time step of MD simulation !!!

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Lennard-Jones potential
The van der Waals force is the sum of the
attractive and repulsive forces between atoms
(other than those due to covalent bonds or the
electrostatic interactions)

Short-range:
●

Usually employ
~10Å cutoff

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Coulomb potential

Long-range:
●

Usually extends way beyond primary simulation cell

●

Periodic Boundary
Conditions

~ Several nm

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Periodic Boundary Conditions

The particles are enclosed in a cell that is replicated to
infinity by periodic translations. A particle that leaves
the cell on the one side is replaced by a copy
entering the cell on the opposite side, each particle is
subject to the potential from all other particles in the
system including images in the surrounding cells.
Because each cell is an identical copy of all the others all
the image particles move together and need only be
represented once inside the MD code.

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Periodic Boundary Conditions

“Adventures of Schrödinger Cat”

Are these good PBC ?

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Non-bonded (inter-molecular) interaction potentials in all-atom models
●

Periodic Boundary Conditions

l = 50 Å

➢

Molar concentration

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Choosing right simulation conditions
●

➢

SAXS DNA profiles (exp.)

Periodic Boundary Conditions

DNA dissolved in 100mM NaCl and 50mM TrisHCl
buffer, with a concentration of [1–50] mg/ml.

d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 : ~7500 Da

l = 50 Å

Classical MD Simulation: Molecular Force Field
●

Periodic Boundary Conditions: surface effects
Experiment

Experiment / Statistical Mechanics

Simulation

MD Simulations

# atoms:
# surface atoms:

# atoms:
# surface atoms:

Surface effects are negligible !

Periodic Boundary Conditions !
System no longer has surface

